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1. Paper submitted to IEEE meeting.
2. Review paper
1. Purpose and Rationale:

Contract DAMD17-93-C-3098 supports the development of a technique for adjuvant treatment of breast cancer using thermal therapy (hyperthermia). The contract will also support a clinical study of the safety and efficacy of using thermal therapy in combination with radiation for treatment of breast cancer patients with an extensive intraductal component of their infiltrating tumor or patients with pure intraductal carcinoma. Breast cancer patients with these histologies have a higher risk of local recurrence than patients without these histologies.

Intraductal carcinoma is characterized by cancer cells spreading within the lactiferous ducts. It is suggested that intraductal carcinoma is associated with tumor necrosis within the ducts and that the necrotic tumor cells are related to the absence of blood supply with resulting hypoxia. It is well known that thermal therapy, in contrast to radiation, is more effective in killing hypoxic cells as compared to well oxygenated cells.

The clinical rationale and hypothesis for this work remain unchanged, namely that patients with infiltrating breast cancer containing an extensive intraductal component or patients with pure intraductal carcinoma will have a reduced risk for local recurrence from a combined and non-disfiguring treatment approach using thermal therapy and irradiation. This will extend the indications for breast conserving therapy and eliminate the need for mastectomy for many patients.

We also postulate that the thermal therapy is most effectively and controllably delivered to the breast tissue using a breast site specific ultrasound applicator. Most of the work during year 01, has been focused on the specifications, design, and fabrication of the breast applicator.

The technical rationale and criteria for the design of the ultrasound applicator are derived from the tissue characteristics and features of the breast:

a. The breast is an external, convex shaped organ. When submerged into a temperature controlled water bath, the temperature boundaries are well defined and the skin temperature can be well controlled.

b. Ultrasound heating is suitable for the breast, because there is no intervening gas or bone in the breast tissue. With the patient in prone position and the breast submerged into a water bath, we can surround the breast tissue with an array of ultrasound transducers and achieve tangential incidence of the
ultrasound beam relative to the chest wall. Tangential incidence is desired to avoid interaction between the ribcage and the ultrasound pressure wave.

c. There are no major blood vessels that carry away heat from the breast tissue, reducing the ability to deliver therapeutic heat.

d. The hyperthermia target volume can be the whole breast, a quadrant of the breast, or even a smaller specific tumor mass. Energy deposition, which may heat sensitive regions, such as a lumpectomy scar must be avoided or minimized. It is therefore essential that the energy deposition be controlled and focused on specific sites within the breast tissue. Ultrasound permits this level of control.

e. Although our initial pilot study will aim for a target temperature of \( T_{90} \geq 40.5^\circ C \) and \( T_{\text{max}} < 45^\circ C \), the device must be able to heat the breast tissue within an even more narrow temperature range \((42^\circ C - 44^\circ C)\) over a reasonable range of tissue perfusion, i.e. 30 to 200 ml, kg\(^{-1}\), min\(^{-1}\).

2. Research Objectives.

One research objective is to build a cylindrical, multi-transducer, dual frequency, intensity controlled ultrasound applicator for treatment of breast cancer. The device must be capable of delivering controllable energy for the purpose of heating the whole breast or a small volume of breast tissue as defined by the clinical situation and the criteria in section IV-1. The intensity control of the applicator must permit heating within a narrow temperature range, i.e. \( 42^\circ C \leq T_{\text{tissue}} \leq 44^\circ C \).

A second objective is to develop an effective pretreatment planning and real-time treatment control system. One aspect of this effort is to perform the thermal therapy using dense thermometry. It is essential for the assessment of outcome that temperatures are measured during thermal therapy in a large number of points throughout the breast tissue volume. The objective is to accomplish this through new technologies using minimally invasive or non-invasive thermometry. The minimally invasive temperature measurements will be achieved by using special micro-electronics technology currently under development at the Massachusetts Institute for Technology (MIT) under the direction of Dr. F. Bowman, who is a consultant to our contract. To augment the dense thermometry mapping, the use of non-invasive thermometry will be investigated during years two and three of this contract.

A third objective is to develop ultrasound thermal therapy protocols for a phase I/II study to begin during year 02 and for a phase III study to begin by the end of year 03.
V. Body of Report

I. Research Methodology.

A. Program Organization.

The contract is sponsored by the New England Deaconess Hospital (NEDH); a Harvard Medical School (HMS) affiliated hospital in Boston, Massachusetts. The program director, Goran K. Svensson, Ph.D. is an Associate Professor at HMS and he is responsible for the progress of the scientific, technical and clinical developments.

Most of the theoretical work requiring large computational resources and all clinical work take place at the NEDH. The electronic design and the fabrication of the ultrasound treatment system is subcontracted to Dornier Medical Systems Inc. (DMSI) with headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia. The actual subcontract work is performed at the DMSI laboratory in Champaign, Illinois under the direction of Everette C. Burdette, Ph.D. The work has progressed in a satisfactory and efficient manner and the collaboration between the group at the NEDH and the DMSI has been of the highest quality.

B. Summary of first year progress.

On page 49 in the original application, a Statement of Work (SoW) was outlined for the overall program. Many of the technical details requiring attention were not specifically included in the original SoW but they are now included in Table 1 on page 11, showing work completed during year 01.

The main emphasis during year 01 (See table 1) has been on the design and building of the various subsystems that comprises the total thermal therapy system. The computer tasks include the design and computer simulations of the transducer assembly. This has been successfully completed. Eighteen rings (enough for two systems) and transducers for one complete system were built during the first year. One ring including the electronics was assembled and electronically tested by the end of year 01. A rigorous testing of this ring using a breast phantom will be initiated during the first month of year 02. Two tissue mimicking breast phantoms were built during year 01, one of which will be used during the single ring test. The electronic controls and much of the control software have been completed and is being tested.

The invasive thermometry system exists as a stand-alone system and will be integrated into the final product. It consists of 14-sensor linear arrays of thermistors mounted in a 19 gauge needle. The patient support table is finished and will be mounted on the support structure that also holds the electronics and the computer control system. All aspects of the design and fabrication
have been done in accordance with practices that will lead to future compliance with FDA manufacturing guidelines.

Therefore, by and large, the technical work presented in the original application has been followed.

However, there are changes in the completion schedule resulting from the advice received from the external scientific review committee. These changes, discussed below, are clearly shown in Table 1, and in the SoW, Table 5 on page 49.

A project of this complexity has many scientific uncertainties that will require continuous re-assessment of both technical and clinical approaches and solutions to accomplish our clinical goal. To achieve the scientific review and assessment, we have established a peer review mechanism involving two internationally known experts on the technical and clinical use of thermal therapy for breast cancer, chestwall, recurrent breast cancer and other sites. They are Daniel Kapp, M.D., Ph.D., Professor of Radiation Oncology at Stanford University Medical Center and Mark Dewhirst, DVM, Ph.D., Professor of Radiation Oncology at Duke University Medical Center. The first site visit by these experts took place in July 1993, just a few months after the beginning of this contract. We spent 1.5 days analyzing our thermal therapy program and our team received valuable suggestions on how to develop our clinical protocols and how to improve our design concepts for the site specific device. In addition to these site visits, the Harvard team has had design discussions with Michael Slayton, Ph.D. Research Director at Acoustic Imaging, Phoenix, AZ and Everette C. Burdette, Ph.D. Co-Investigator and Subcontractor for this research and Research Director at Dornier Medical Systems Inc. Champaign, Illinois and Atlanta, GA.

Several important clinical considerations were identified during the July 93 site visit.

The adjuvant thermal therapy must be non-disfiguring. The main concern when adding heat to the radiation is that the incidence of fibrosis may increase thus creating undesirable toxicity. It was recommended that we carefully perform a temperature escalation study, where the maximum temperature should not exceed 44°C and the minimum temperature should start at 40.5°C to be escalated to 42°C with careful analysis of short term toxicity. To achieve a narrow temperature range of 42°C to 44°C in heterogeneous breast tissue requires highly interactive power deposition control with knowledge of the effect of perfusion on the heat transfer.

Another clinical consideration pertains to women that have undergone lumpectomy/biopsy. The lumpectomy procedure leaves behind a scar cavity within the breast. The scar tissue has in general lower perfusion than surrounding normal tissue. The clinical experience of our site visitors is that the scar tissue easily over-heats during thermal therapy leaving burns and...
blisters as undesired toxicity. The treatment system must have enough power control and power deposition resolution to reduce the temperature in and around the scar tissue.

The discussions with our site visitors as well as within the design team prompted the following changes in the system design and the clinical trials procedure:

1. The original design consisted of transducer elements arranged on a cylindrical surface that extends a solid angle enclosing the breast. The insonation portal is then chosen by geometrically rotating the device before or during therapy to deposit energy in the desired volume. This is described on page 13, the last paragraph, in the original proposal. To achieve the level of control recommended by Dr. Kapp and Dr. Dewhirst, we decided that geometric rotation was not ideal and a simpler solution is to completely surround the breast tissue with a cylindrical array that can be electronically scanned. An additional compelling reason for completely surrounding the breast is to utilize opposing transducers for measurement of transmission/attenuation of energy through the breast. This is discussed in section V-2-B and in section V-3. This design change has not resulted in any delays of the project.

2. Our original design specified the use of 1 to 2 MHz transducers (original proposal, page 13, last line). However, with this choice of frequency, we could not achieve the desired very narrow temperature range (42°C to 44°C) over a wide range of breast sizes. Thus, we had to perform additional computer simulations to determine the exact frequencies and characteristics of the applicator. Our extensive computer simulations have demonstrated that with multiple broad band frequencies (2.0 MHz, 2.5 MHz and 4.5 MHz) the temperature distribution can be controlled over a wide range of tissue perfusion characteristics. The optimal size of each transducer element was determined to be 1.5 cm square. This will give good enough geometric resolution to allow power deposition control in the lumpectomy scar cavity. This is described in section V-2-C. The modeling efforts and the need to determine optimal frequencies did result in a delay of specifying and building the transducer elements.

3. The need for monitoring the power deposition in three dimensions throughout the breast tissue was emphasized. In the final contract document, in the budget justification (under Non-Invasive Monitoring Equipment), we disclosed two alternative monitoring methods. The discussion stated that either non-invasive microwave radiometry or non-invasive ultrasound monitoring of acoustic parameters will be examined and evaluated. During year 01, we have selected to use ultrasound monitoring because:

a. Radiometry has limitations as to its ability to measure temperature beyond 3 cm depths and with good spatial resolution.
b. The modified applicator design surrounds the breast tissue completely with ultrasound transducers. We can operate opposing transducer elements in Transmit/Receive mode (T/R). By using T/R switching, we can monitor the attenuated and reflected energy in the tissue and calculate three-dimensional energy distribution patterns in breast tissue as well as determining the breast contour in real time.

c. The ultrasound monitoring capability was integrated into the overall system design as Task 8 (as opposed to be added after the completion of the therapy system) because of the requirement to multiplex numerous signals, add T/R capability to each transducer, and link to pulse control of the therapy power modules. Thus the actual design and building of a non-invasive monitoring system has moved from year 02 into year 01/02 (Task 16 in Table 1 and Table 5). The use of ultrasound for non-invasive monitoring of breast contour and attenuation will accelerate the fabrication and use of the breast treatment device as compared to the retrofitting of a radiometry system. The non-invasive monitoring subsystem is described in section V-3-G.

4. One main clinical task during year 01 was the development of a clinical phase I/II protocol. This work begun as planned but there was a change in the Phase I/II study originally proposed. Following recommendations from Dr. Kapp and Dr. Dewhirst during their first review visit (July 1993), we decided to start the clinical investigations with an equipment performance evaluation (Task 20) treating about six patients before embarking on a phase I/II study. The development of a protocol for this equipment evaluation phase is near completion and will be submitted early in year 02. After IRB approval it will be submitted to the USAMRDC for Human Subjects approval.

5. An early application for an IDE is recommended by Dr. Kapp. Dr. Burdette and Dr. Svensson are preparing the application, which is planned for submission during July 1994. (Task 15)

All theoretical simulations to aid the design have been completed during year 01 and the design and fabrication of subsystems have proceeded well. One important endpoint for judging progress in year 01 is the testing of the subsystems. The software testing started as scheduled in November 1993 and the test of one ultrasound applicator ring is currently underway (March-April, 1994). We expect to have the total treatment system constructed and tested during the second to the third quarter of year 02 (see task 16, 17 in Table 1 and 5), coinciding with the beginning of the patient/equipment evaluation phase.

On March 10 - 11, 1994, the same sitevisit team came back for a review of scientific progress during year 01. In general they were impressed by the advances during the first year and they felt that our response to suggestions from the previous sitevisit had been "innovative and thorough". During the March 10-11 sitevisit,
there were additional suggestions from our visitors that must be seriously considered in the interest of providing the best possible treatment to our patients. These are discussed in section VI. The new task/time schedule presented for year 01 (Table 1) reflects the program enhancements recommended through our peer review process. The suggestions have resulted in changes relative to the original proposal. Some of these changes are delays, and some represent improvements in the system delivery schedule, i.e. Task 8. Most of the task changes affect the schedule during the fourth quarter of year 01 and the first and second quarter of year 02. However, the main goal of the program, which is to offer a sophisticated thermal therapy option to women with breast cancer remains unchanged and is anticipated to be within the originally established three year time frame.
2. Ultrasound breast applicator design.

A. Breast applicator design criteria.

Design criteria for the breast therapy applicator include the ability to treat a wide range of breast sizes while providing control of power deposition in a manner which permits therapy of the entire breast or of a pre-defined sub-region, such as a quadrant of the breast. The applicator must be able to accommodate sizes of the breast ranging from a few cm diameter up to a maximum of about 15 cm at the base (See Table 2) and still provide control of treatment within a narrow temperature range (42°C - 44°C) over a reasonably wide range of tissue perfusion, i.e. 30 to 200 ml, kg⁻¹, min⁻¹. The therapy system includes the ability to monitor temperature and other vital tissue characteristics by using minimally invasive techniques, later to be extended to non-invasive monitoring techniques.

Based on these requirements, design criteria were developed for the breast therapy applicator. Included in the criteria is the patient positioning specification, which is essential in defining the applicator geometry.

Design Criteria:

- Prone patient position with breast extended downward.
- Cylindrical applicator geometry surrounding breast target.
- Ability to accommodate breast diameters of 15 cm or less, measured at the chestwall.
- Ability to accommodate treatment of breast length between 3 cm and 15 cm.
- Spatial resolution control of therapy field to within 1.5 cm vertically and to within one quadrant of the breast.
- Optimize temperature distribution and minimize any potential toxicity to the breast by:
  a. providing temperature control of the breast surface using the surrounding temperature controlled water bath.
  b. provide means for monitoring of the operation of the applicator using opposing pairs of transducers to measure the energy transmitted through the breast.
  c. provide means for accommodating probes for invasive measurements of temperature during therapy.
  d. provide means for using reflected ultrasound energy to define the contour of the breast within the applicator.
B. Review of designs evaluated.

During the preparation of the proposal and during the course of the first year of the contract, a number of different approaches for therapy delivery and monitoring of therapy were examined. Among the approaches and designs considered, were multiple planar ultrasound transducer arrays and curvilinear arrays for therapeutic application. For both approaches we planned the use of microwave radiometry for non-invasive monitoring of the temperature during therapy. The radiometry evaluated consisted of two separate planar arrays of microwave stripline antennas on opposing sides of the breast. Each of the arrays would sense the tissues directly beneath the individual elements and by sensing from opposing sides, adequate penetration depth for most typical breast sizes would potentially be achievable. A diagram of the applicator and radiometer design set-up is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Diagram of an early design of the breast treatment system with two microwave antennae arrays located on opposing sides of the breast and orthogonal to the ultrasound therapy array.
As a result of analyses performed, we learned that planar or curvilinear arrays do not take advantage of the cylindrical breast geometry and consequently, the geometric gain factor is relatively small, thus limiting the size of the breast which could be treated. Furthermore, with the planar geometry, control of the power deposition to achieve adequate therapy to edges of the treated breast would be quite difficult to attain. Our external review committee emphasized the need for sophisticated power deposition control to avoid heating the lumpectomy scar and to achieve a controlled, narrow therapeutic temperature range over a realistic range of tissue perfusion. Thus, the planar geometry was abandoned and a cylindrical geometry for the breast applicator design was chosen. With the cylindrical transducer array completely surrounding the breast an increased aperture gain (geometric gain factor) is obtained, resulting in increased penetration into the breast tissue. Large size breasts can be more uniformly heated with this geometry. The diameter of the cylindrical applicator is 25 cm. Based on our experience of treating approximately 500 breast cancer patients per year, we "bracketed" a range of breast sizes, by selecting and measuring a few very large, medium and small breasts (altogether 10 patients). The chosen applicator diameter is large enough to treat the largest of the breasts identified in this manner.

Various applicator designs using a cylindrical geometry were evaluated. Each of these were modeled using the simulation program described in section V:2:C. The modeling included examination of various ultrasound excitation frequencies, applicator diameters, transducer aperture dimensions, excitation wave forms and transducer configurations. The conclusion of this effort is the applicator parameter configuration as depicted in Figure 2a and Figure 2b. These applicator design parameters (transducers, frequencies, size, etc.) were utilized in the theoretical simulations. The applicator rings are loaded with multi-frequency transducers operating at 2.0 MHz, 2.5 MHz and 4.5 MHz.
Figure 2 a. Applicator showing ten stacked rings forming a cylinder. The table on the left shows the number of transducers loaded in each ring.
Figure 2b. Photograph of a single ring transducer assembly
C. Theoretical simulation of the breast ultrasound applicator.

Some of the results from the theoretical simulations will be presented at the North American Hyperthermia Society Meeting in Nashville TN, April 1994 and at the IEEE Meeting on Electromagnetic Compatibility, Sendai, Japan, May 1994 (See Appendix 1).

(1) Methodology:

The thermal treatment of the breast will be done with the patient in prone position. The breast is submerged through a hole in the treatment table into a water filled applicator housing (Figure 10, 11). A cylindrical array of individually controlled ultrasound transducers surround the breast (Figure 2a). The ultrasound wave enters the breast tissue tangential to the chest wall to minimize the interaction with the ribs. To accommodate a large sized breast, the diameter of the cylindrical array is 25 cm. This is enough of a margin to accommodate asymmetry in the breast contour and alignment of the breast in the cylinder. The cylindrical applicator consists of a stack of 9 rings (10 rings are shown in figure 2 a), each being approximately 1.5 cm high. The ring located at the base of the breast contains 48 transducers. The number of transducers in each ring decreases toward the apex of the breast. The ring closest to the nipple contains 16 transducers (Table 3 and 4 in Section V-3). Each ring deposits power in a plane parallel to the chest wall and the heating effect of each ring is relatively independent of adjacent rings. This property facilitates control of heating.

The clinical specifications and capabilities of the breast applicator are listed in Section IV-1. The technical specifications and operating parameters for the cylindrical array were determined by computer simulations using several common treatment conditions. The Hewlett-Packard 9000/735 workstation purchased from this contract made these complex and lengthy calculations practical. A three-dimensional acoustic and thermal computer model was used. The simulation consists of three parts.

The first part is the geometric model, which is shown in Figure 3. The breast surface is assumed to be a parabola with a height of \( H \) cm and a diameter of \( D \) cm at the base. The clinically relevant breast sizes, with the patient prone and the breast submerged into the water filled cylindrical applicator, were determined by measuring ten volunteer patients in our clinic. The intent was not to make a random statistical study of breast sizes. Instead, we use our experience of treating 500 breast cancer patients per year and select and measure a few very large, medium and small breasts. The data show that the average breast in prone position was 11 cm long with a maximum diameter at the chest wall of 12 cm. The maximum breast dimensions in this group of ten patients was 15 cm long and 15 cm diameter. The temperature
Figure 3. Theoretical breast model. $D$ is the diameter at the base of the breast. $H$ is the height of the breast. At a depth $h$ into the chestwall we assume the temperature boundary to be $37^\circ C$. 
border conditions at the external breast surface can be controlled by adjusting the temperature of the water inside the cylindrical applicator. The temperature border condition at the chestwall is assumed to be 37°C at a depth of h cm below the chestwall. The parameters H, D and h are listed in Table 2 together with several other important ultrasound interaction parameters.

Table 2. Parameters used in the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Default value</th>
<th>Range studied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attenuation, breast, [11]</td>
<td>0.086 $f^{1.5} Np, cm^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.052-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attenuation, water, [13]</td>
<td>0.0002 $f^2 Np, cm^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity, [3]</td>
<td>0.5 $W,m^{-1},K^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.4 - 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfusion, [20]</td>
<td>30 at 37°C, 100 at 44°C $ml,Kg^{-1},min^{-1}$</td>
<td>30 - 100, 30 - 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twater, °C</td>
<td>37°C</td>
<td>30°C - 40°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D, cm</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10 - 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H, cm</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5 - 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h, cm</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0 - 1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second part of the model calculates the energy deposition in the breast tissue resulting from absorption of ultrasound energy. The ultrasound is assumed to originate from a continuous wave (CW) rectangular plane source [15]. In this method, the plane source is divided into rectangular elements, surrounded by a rigid baffle. The method sums contributions from these small elements to a given field point. The model is limited by only allowing one medium for the calculations. However, we have modified the Ocheltree model to allow two media, namely the water in the applicator housing and the breast tissue submerged into the water. This modification is possible under the assumption that the physical density and the speed of sound for water and breast tissue are very close so that their acoustic impedance is about the same. With about the same acoustic impedance between breast tissue and water, the energy loss due to ultrasound reflection from the breast surface can be ignored. Reflection from breast
tissue has been measured to be about -40 dB [19], which suggests that our assumption is reasonable. It also means that the acoustic impedance match between water and breast tissue is excellent and that very little energy is reflected away from the breast surface.

Under the condition of good acoustic impedance match we can follow the same arguments as used in the deduction of the Ocheltree formula for one medium. [15], except a change of the exponential decay factor from \( e^{-\alpha r - jkr} \)

to \( e^{-\alpha_w r_w - \alpha_b r_b - jkr_w - jkr_b} \).

\( \alpha \) is the attenuation coefficient and \( r \) is the distance between the field point to the elemental area of the planar source and \( k \) is the wave number. \( \alpha_w \) and \( \alpha_b \) are the attenuation coefficients in water and breast. \( r_w + r_b \) is the distance from the field point to the planar source and \( r_w \) and \( r_b \) is the distance in water and breast tissue respectively. For a uniformly excited rectangular planar source, the sound pressure amplitude \( P_0 \) at a point inside the breast is given by a summation of complex terms, representing the pressure due to a rectangular elemental source.

\[
P_0 = \frac{j \rho \Delta A}{\lambda} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{u}{R} e^{-\left(\alpha_w r_w + \alpha_b r_b + jkr_w + jkr_b\right)}
\]

\[
sin c\left(\frac{kx_n \Delta w}{2(r_w + r_b)}\right) \cdot sin c\left(\frac{ky_n \Delta w}{2(r_w + r_b)}\right)
\]

\( \rho \) is the density, \( c \) is the phase velocity of the sound waves, \( u \) is the complex surface velocity for all the elements, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength, \( \Delta A = \Delta h \times \Delta w \) is the elements size, \( x_n \) and \( y_n \) are the coordinates of the field point with respect to the center of the element \( n \).

The SAR (specific absorption rate) deposited by the transducer inside the breast can be calculated from the sound pressure amplitude \( P_0 \) at the point:

\[
SAR = \frac{\alpha_b \cdot P_0^2}{\rho \cdot c}
\]
The breast volume is divided into voxels and the SAR is calculated to the center of each voxel. These voxels are also used in the thermal calculation, which will be discussed in the following paragraph. The SAR in each voxel is normalized to the total energy deposited inside the breast from all the transducers. Since this calculation is very CPU consuming, it is done once for each configuration and then stored in the database. The total SAR in the field point is the arithmetic sum of that contributed by each transducer.

The third part of the model provides a solution to the standard bio-heat transfer equation. Such solutions result in temperature distributions as a function of time in the breast tissue.

It is convenient to write the bio-heat transfer equation

\[ \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = (K/c_v) \nabla^2 T - (T - T_0)/\tau + q_v/c_v \]

\( T \) is the temperature and \( T_0 \) is the body temperature, i.e. 37°C. \( K \) is the thermal conductivity coefficient (W, m⁻¹, K⁻¹), \( c \) is the heat capacity per unit volume (J, g⁻¹, K⁻¹), \( q \) is the heat production rate per unit volume (W, kg⁻¹), i.e. SAR. \( \tau \) is the perfusion constant (s), which most commonly is expressed as perfusion rate (ml, Kg⁻¹, min⁻¹), where \( \tau = \rho \times c_b \times (w \times c_u) \).

The usefulness and limitations of this model has been discussed by many authors [7, 9, 3, 18]. A major limitation of this model is the incorporation of perfusion resulting from the blood flow. However, for breast tissue, we assume that, although variable, local perfusion changes are not the dominating factor, due to absence of large blood vessels. Therefore, we believe that the bio-heat transfer model shown above is reasonable.

The finite difference method is used in the 3-D numerical calculation [16]. This method gives a great deal of flexibility to deal with different geometries and boundary conditions. Starting from a given initial condition the temperature evolution for a whole treatment session can be simulated. A voxel size of 2x2x2 mm³ or 3x3x3 mm³ is used for the two breast sizes listed in Table 2. This matrix size is a compromise between an acceptable accuracy and reasonable CPU time required. The calculation of \( T \) is performed at every three second interval. This time step is sufficiently small to satisfy the temperature stability criteria.
The tissue parameters listed in Table 2 are based on the published data [11, 13, 3, 20]. Relevant perfusion rate data for breast is not available. Instead, we used data for resting muscle tissue [20]. In this model the perfusion rate is increasing linearly by a factor of three when the temperature is elevated from 37 °C to 44 °C.

The initial temperature inside the breast is assumed to be 37°C uniformly. Near the surface the temperature could be lower than this, but it makes little difference after a few minutes of heating. The temperature in the water can be adjusted and maintained at any value between 30°C and 40°C. Again, at depth h cm below the chest wall, the temperature is assumed being always maintained at 37 °C.

(2) Results:

The computer model calculates the SAR and temperature distribution at three minutes interval during the complete treatment simulation. Initially the default values in Table 2 are used for the treatment simulation.

The range of values shown in the third column of Table 2 is then used to determine the optimal operating characteristics and design specifications of the breast applicator. The range of values account for uncertainties and normal variations in these parameters.

As seen in Figure 2a, the transducer rings are stacked to form a cylinder into which the breast is submerged. The power deposition to a certain point in the breast is delivered primarily from the ring that defines the plane in which the point is located. The control of the temperature at that point is thus, to a first approximation, reduced to control of the power deposition within each ring. This is seen in the top panel of Figure 4, where the SAR distribution show five distinct cross-sectional planes, each plane defined by the individual rings. As shown in the lower panel of Figure 4, at steady state temperature, most of the breast tissue is surrounded by the 42°C iso-temperature line and the maximum temperature is 43.7°C.
Figure 4. Top panel: SAR distribution (W/cm\(^3\)) required to maintain steady state temperature 42°C \(\leq T \leq 44°C\). The calculation is for a large breast with \(D = 15\) cm, \(H = 8\) cm and \(h = 0.9\) cm.

Bottom panel: The steady state temperature distribution. The calculation is optimized for perfusion rate of 30 ml,kg\(^{-1}\),min\(^{-1}\) at 37°C increasing linearly with temperature to 100 ml,kg\(^{-1}\),min\(^{-1}\) at 44°C. The maximum temperature is 43.7°C. Dotted line is the level of the cross-sectional view shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5 shows the SAR and the equilibrium temperature distributions of Figure 4 in the cross-sectional plane.

Figure 5. **Top panel:** SAR distribution (W/cm$^3$) required to maintain steady state temperature equilibrium 42°C ≤ T ≤ 44°C. The displayed cross-section is shown as a dotted line in Figure 4. The diameter is 12 cm. **Bottom panel:** The steady state temperature distribution. Perfusion rate 30 ml/kg^{-1}min^{-1} at 37°C and 100 ml/kg^{-1}min^{-1} at 44°C. The maximum temperature is 43.7°C.
Breast tissue perfusion rate and its dependence on the temperature and other physiological factors determine the choice of ultrasound frequency and power. We have assumed that the perfusion rate in breast is similar or less than that of resting muscle, because we were unable to find that specific value in the literature [8]. This is a reasonable assumption because breast tissue has a high content of adipose tissue, which would tend to reduce the perfusion rate relative to muscle. However, it is desirable to test the effect of increased perfusion rate on the ability to control the equilibrium temperature distribution.

If we increase the perfusion rate to 100 ml,kg⁻¹,min⁻¹ at 37°C and 200 ml,kg⁻¹,min⁻¹ at 44°C, and if we maintain the same SAR distribution as shown in Figure 5 (top panel), than the corresponding equilibrium temperature distribution is shown in Figure 6. The temperature distribution show heterogeneity and does not reach the required 42°C ≤ T ≤ 44°C.

![Figure 6. The steady state temperature distribution.](image)

Perfusion rate increased to 100 ml,kg⁻¹,min⁻¹ at 37°C and 200 ml,kg⁻¹,min⁻¹ at 44°C. SAR distribution as in top panel Figure 5.
To achieve an acceptable equilibrium temperature distribution, under this high perfusion rate, we need to increase the SAR distribution. Figure 7 (top panel) shows the SAR distribution, which results in an acceptable equilibrium temperature distribution, $42^\circ C \leq T \leq 44^\circ C$ (bottom panel in Figure 7).

Figure 7. Top panel: SAR distribution (W/cm$^3$) to maintain steady state temperature equilibrium $42^\circ C \leq T \leq 44^\circ C$. Perfusion rate increased to 100 ml/kg$^{-1}$min$^{-1}$ at $37^\circ C$ and 200 ml/kg$^{-1}$min$^{-1}$ at $44^\circ C$. Bottom panel: The resulting steady state temperature distribution.
Figure 8 illustrates the ability to heat a quadrant of the breast. It is achieved by depositing energy in the periphery of the target volume using a proper mix of high and low frequency ultrasound.

Figure 8. **Top panel:** SAR distribution (W/cm³) required to maintain steady state temperature equilibrium 42°C ≤ T ≤ 44°C for treatment of a quadrant of the breast. **Bottom panel:** The resulting steady state temperature distribution. The maximum temperature is 43.7°C.
(3) Conclusions:

There is a significant normal variation in the numerical values of ultrasound interaction parameters and heat transfer parameters in tissue. There is also a great deal of uncertainty in these values. We have determined a range of operating characteristics of the breast applicator accounting for these variations and uncertainties by using computer simulations. We have concluded that there exists a need to build a multiple frequency transducer array. A low ultrasound frequency, in the range of 1.5 - 2.5 MHz, is needed to compensate for the heat removed by the blood flow and permits an initial quick temperature elevation at depth in the breast tissue. Due to considerable uncertainty in the breast tissue attenuation, a broad frequency band for the low frequency transducers is desired. A high frequency transducer, in the range of 4-4.5 MHz, is needed to maintain a steep temperature gradient near the surface of the target volume. In these models, the high and low frequency transducers are mounted alternatively in each ring. Each ring offer power and frequency control sufficient to heat the whole breast or a quadrant of the breast to a minimum of $42^\circ C$ but not exceeding $44^\circ C$.

3. System Design and Development

A. General System Description and Intended Use

The breast ultrasound therapy system is intended for use in thermal therapy of breast cancer. The synergism of thermal therapy with radiation is well known, and the rationale and potential roles for thermal therapy with this device for treatment of breast cancer have been discussed in Section IV of this report. Thermal therapy is attained by means of a breast site-specific ultrasound applicator coupled with minimally-invasive and non-invasive thermometry.

The device consists of the hardware components illustrated in Figure 9. A breast site-specific cylindrical array applicator of ultrasound transducers is used for thermal therapy induction and for multiple monitoring functions. The "heart" of the hardware consists of the cylindrical array of transducers which both deposits power into the breast tissue for therapy and monitors the dynamic course of the treatment. The ultrasound array applicator subsystem is described in more detail in subsection V:3:B.

The ultrasound transducers are geometrically arranged and operated to provide several monitoring functions. One important monitoring function is to determine the breast contour and the location of the breast within the treatment cylinder. This is done by operating the transducers in diagnostic pulse echo mode.
Figure 9. System hardware block diagram.
The use of through-transmission of power during therapy for determination of absorbed power distribution (SAR) in the breast tissue is being examined for monitoring. Also, measurements of ultrasound "time-of-flight" throughout regions of the target breast tissue during therapy will be performed. Such data referenced to a limited number of invasive temperature measurements and SAR measurements may provide for non-invasive mapping of temperatures throughout the treatment volume. It will also be indicative of tissue changes that may be important in correlating tissue toxicity with the breast treatment.

The system consists of an Instrument Computer (Figure 9) which provides all direct control and data interaction with the RF Power Subsystem, Receiver Subsystem, Transmit/Receive/Multiplexing Modules, Thermistor Thermometry Subsystem, and Cooling Subsystem. The system electronics, Instrument Computer, and Cylindrical Transducer Array/Treatment Cavity are integrated into a Patient Table Assembly/Subsystem, which provides a comfortable treatment support for the patient, accurate positioning of the breast within the treatment cavity, and a convenient means for consolidating system components and functions. All system design was completed during year 01 of the contract. A comprehensive system design document is available upon request.

The table system is discussed further in section V-3-C below. The RF Power Subsystem generates the drive power for the transducers during therapy and is used for pulse-echo imaging of the breast contour and for velocity measurements during a brief period every 4 seconds when the therapy is gated "off". The T/R MUX Modules select which transducers are active for receiving or transmitting at any given moment during therapy.

The Thermometry Subsystem is used to provide high density (14 sensors per needle) invasive thermistor thermometry information within the breast regions of interest. This is a stand-alone module, which will be integrated into the overall system in year 02.

The Cooling Subsystem consists of thermoelectric coolers attached to the cylindrical array shell and a temperature controller interfaced to the Instrument Computer. The Control computer, including all operator interfaces, display and treatment recording functions, is located separately in the Operator Console.

B. Transducer Array Applicator Subsystem

The Transducer Array Subsystem is illustrated graphically in Figure 2a. The array will consist of nine (9) individual rings (10 rings are shown in figure 2a), which are "stacked" with watertight seals between rings. Each ring accommodates up to 48 transducers. The exact configuration and operating characteristics of the cylindrical transducer array has been extensively studied.
using theoretical simulations described in Section V-2-C. Based on the analyses performed, it is not necessary to "fill" all available ring locations with transducers. Table 3 states the planned transducer configuration and number of transducers for each ring. Each transducer is square having dimensions of 1.5 cm x 1.5 cm on a side. Spacing between transducers along vertical dimension of the cylinder is 2.4 mm. Therefore, 9 rings accommodate breast "lengths" of 15 cm or less. The top five rings (1-5) in the cylinder (closest to patient table top and patient chest wall) will each have 48 transducers. The next two (6-7) will each have 24 equally-spaced transducers. The lowest two rings (8-9) will each have 16 equally-spaced transducers. Table 4 shows the number of rings, transducers per ring, and dimensions of a "large" and "small" breast within the treatment cylinder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ring No.</th>
<th>FQ 1 (MHz)/No. XDCRS</th>
<th>FQ 2 (MHz)/No. XDCRS</th>
<th>Total XDCRS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.5 / 24</td>
<td>2.0 / 24</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.5 / 24</td>
<td>2.0 / 24</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5 / 24</td>
<td>2.5 / 24</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.5 / 24</td>
<td>2.5 / 24</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.5 / 24</td>
<td>2.5 / 24</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.5 / 12</td>
<td>2.5 / 12</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.5 / 12</td>
<td>2.5 / 12</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.5 / 12</td>
<td>2.5 / 4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.5 / 16</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.5 / 16</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All transducers have 30% frequency bandwidth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boards</th>
<th>RF Amplifiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 Amp/Mux/RCUR Boards x 4 Channels/board</td>
<td>80 Channels x 4 XDCRS/channel (Mux)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

80 Channels 320 XDCRS

Table 3. Specifications of the ten rings in the cylindrical array.
CYLINDRICAL ARRAY APPLICATOR DESIGN

Total Cylinder I.D. = 25 cm  
Transducers: 15 mm x 15 mm  
Rings of Transducers: 10 (numbered from top down)  
Each 1/8 ring vertical section driven by RF  
Amplifiers whose outputs are multiplexed to "step around" ring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ring No.</th>
<th>No. Transducers</th>
<th>Breast Size (cm)</th>
<th>No. Transducers in 1/8 of ring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. The table illustrates how many rings and transducer elements in a ring that will be activated when treating a large breast and a small breast respectively.

C. Patient Table Subsystem

The patient table subsystem is shown in the two perspective illustrations in Figures 10 and 11. The patient table is designed to maximize utilization of symmetry of the breast by positioning the patient in a prone position with the breast suspended through an opening in the table top. The table top consists of sheet steel with a tubular steel outer frame fabricated to provide for insertion of a 1.5" foam padding insert. The foam is sealed and the entire table top covered with a naugahyde covering which is stretched tight and snapped into place, and easily removed for
Figure 10. The patient treatment table.

Figure 11. The patient treatment table.
cleaning. The foam insert (and naugahyde) taper near the hole through which the breast is suspended in order to ensure that the entire breast can be extended beneath the table top for treatment if indicated. The patient table top was completed in year 01 and delivered to NEDH for evaluation.

D. System Control and Computer Subsystem

(1) System Control Design

When power is turned on to the system, the treatment software will execute automatically so that no interaction is required by the user to start the software. All available options will be displayed to the user in a graphical format. Options that will be available at the startup screen include access to the treatment planning software, file handling utilities, diagnostic mode selections, treatment record printing, and treatment initiation. The user makes requests of the system via the computer keyboard, computer mouse, or a mechanical pause switch during all phases of the treatment. A hardware Pause switch will be provided that guarantees no output power can be achieved in case of emergency.

Prior to beginning a treatment, the user will be required to complete a treatment plan. The treatment planning software will be in graphical form to simplify data entry, such as target volume locations, the number and location of temperature sensors, target temperatures for each sensor, scar tissue locations, and patient information.

The computer system will perform the treatment in both automated and manual modes. When performing a treatment in the automated mode, very little user interaction will be required during the treatment; however, the user will still be capable of interrupting the computer and/or provide advice to the computer concerning the treatment. When in manual mode, the user will be allowed to select different target tissue regions on the computer screen and set a new target temperature value for each region. The computer system will then determine which ultrasound transducers output power should be adjusted to accommodate the users request.

Treatment progress and status information will be available to the user via a graphical user interface that provides treatment information such as temperature distribution, power absorption distribution, thermal dose distribution, target contour information, and treatment time information. The user will not be required to determine power levels for the individual transducers since temperature distribution information is continually available on a graphics screen. The user will have the capability to make suggestions about the target temperatures for locations where implanted sensors are placed as well as other locations in the target volume.

Once a treatment has been completed, the user will be returned to the startup screen so that printing of the treatment
information may be performed, and duplication of the treatment files may be accomplished.

(2) Computer Subsystems

The computational functions of the system will be divided between two computers, the Control Computer and the Instrument Computer. The control computer’s primary responsibility is to control the overall treatment functions and provide an intuitive user interface via a graphics monitor, keyboard, and mouse. The Instrument Computer is primarily responsible for communicating with other hardware devices such as the Cylindrical Array Applicator, the Video system, Cooling System, Thermometry system, and the Pause switch. The system software diagram is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. System Software block diagram
The Control Computer will be a standard architecture machine with no custom hardware interfacing requirements that connects to the Instrument Computer via a communications link and is also connected to a printer to allow hard copy of the treatment information. For treatment results analysis, demonstrations, and software development purposes the Control Computer can be operated without the Instrument Computer connected.

The Instrument Computer will implement the user control and measurement interfaces to other hardware portions of the treatment instrument, will be located near the control and measurement points, and will communicate with the Control Computer via a bi-directional communications link. For software design consistency and to avoid unnecessary costs, the Instrument Computer will be implemented as PC-AT compatible computer filled with interface cards.

E. RF Power Subsystem

The RF Power Subsystem consists of 80 independent RF amplifiers driven by 20 separate oscillator sources. Each oscillator consists of a computer-controlled voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) operating over the frequency range of 1 - 5 MHz and is used to drive 4 RF amplifiers. The individual VCOs may be frequency-swept by as much as 250 kHz ± the VCO center frequency. Each of the 80 independent RF amplifiers incorporates its own voltage control/regulator circuit which provides independent computer control of amplitude (output power level) for each amplifier channel. A block diagram of the RF Amplifier Subsystem is shown in Figure 13. Each RF amplifier output is connected to a T/R MUX input circuit.

F. Thermometry Subsystem

The thermometry to be utilized for invasive measurements in the breast is a multi-channel thermistor-based profilometer system [6] (stand-alone module incorporated into therapy system) which provides a large number of sensor points within a single needle probe. The probes used to measure temperature are thermistors mounted on needles, molded into catheters, or other designs as desired. Stainless steel needles are planned for use with this system. These are 19 ga. needles, from 6" to 12" long, and contain 14 or more thermistor sensors. This range of probe configurations permits selection of a probe appropriate for the particular site being monitored. The multi-channel temperature instrument drives up to 8 multi-channel temperature probes. Since each needle can measure temperature at up to 14 sites (thermistors), resulting in a total of 8*14=112 measurement sites. Dr. Bowman, who is a consultant on this contract will provide the temperature probes.
Figure 13. RF amplifier subsystem

Figure 14. Thermometry subsystem.

The present instrumentation has a resolution down to 5-10 millidegrees Celsius, and the temperature can be sampled at variable rates dependent on the data acquisition system being used and the amount of data averaging and signal processing.
Experiments using signal averaging at each of 112 sites, at a composite sampling rate 2 Hz, have been conducted.

The instrument consists of a medically isolated driver card for each channel, a controller card, and an interface card, which are illustrated in Figure 14. Each channel card contains excitation and signal conditioning circuitry for the sensors. The controller card coordinates the different channel cards. The interface card handles communication to and from a host PC. Analog-digital conversion is presently handled by a commercially available system in the PC, and all instrument control, data display, and data storage is handled by the PC.

G. Non-Invasive Monitoring Subsystem

As previously discussed, we have chosen to perform real-time measurements of ultrasound attenuation, velocity and backscatter in the breast tissue. This offers real-time assessment of the breast position within the cylinder and of the three-dimensional power deposition, which can be correlated with temperature.

(1) Contour Monitoring

Pulse-echo reflection data is collected using the cylindrical transducer array. The reflection data is collected by the Instrument Computer's Receiver subsystem and sent to the Contour Monitoring subsystem. The Contour Monitoring subsystem will convert this information into 3D image data that outlines the contour of the breast and prepare it for display. It will also map 3D image data into a 2D image space for the generation of 2D displays. This subsystem will also provide information to the Dynamic Treatment Calibration Subsystem to locate the breast within the treatment cylinder for detection of breast movement within extreme boundaries set in the Configuration file, and for updating the treatment cells in which the contour (surface of the breast) resides. Figure 15 is a simplified depiction of the pulse-echo monitoring method.

Contour Monitoring is performed by selecting a single ultrasound transducer to transmit an ultrasound pulse into the treatment cavity and then receiving the same pulse while measuring the time it takes for the pulse to return. This measurement is called a "Pulse-Echo" measurement since it measures the time it takes for a pulse to return to the transducer. The sooner a pulse returns the closer the object is to the face of the transducer. The spatial resolution of this technique is about 2 mm. By pulsing all of the transducers one at a time a 3 dimensional contour map of the target tissue located in the applicator can be generated.
Contour Monitoring

Figure 15. Schematic illustration of contour monitoring.

(2) Power Absorption/Attenuation Monitoring

The Power Absorption Distribution Subsystem calculates the power deposition within the tissue based on current temperature and power information and absorption models. Figure 16 is a simplified depiction of the "Through Transmission" power measurement.

During treatment, the power absorption throughout the target volume for each transducer pair is measured by the Instrument Computer, and sent to this subsystem. The Power Absorption Distribution subsystem converts this information into an array representing the computed absorption or SAR in (W/cm³) for each treatment cell (minimum unit treatment volume). This computed absorption array is then sent to the Thermal Dose Distribution subsystem for its next simulation model cycle.
Power Monitoring

Figure 16. Schematic illustration of power monitoring.

The "Through-Transmission" power is calculated by selecting a single transducer to produce an ultrasound pulse while at the same time having the transducers that are located on the other side of the cylinder (through the tissue) receive the pulse and measure the change in magnitude of the pulse (Pulse Amplitude Degradation) once it has been received. A correlation between the transmitted magnitude and the received magnitude can then be used to determine the amount of power that was absorbed in the tissue.
H. Software Development

The System Software Block Diagram (refer to Figure 12) shows the system control implementation approach. System control is divided between two computers, the Control Computer and the Instrument Computer. The Control Computer provides an operator control interface, measurement interpretation, feedback control, and data recording. The Instrument Computer provides direct hardware interfacing for collecting temperature measurements, collecting measured data from receivers, setting control output levels, and controlling the timing for multiplexing the transducer array.

(1) Operator Interface

The Control Computer performs several interrelated functions. The operator input and display subsystem provides control over the treatment and feedback to the user as the treatment progresses. User control over the treatment is at a high interaction level; actual control over the timing, power levels, and frequencies applied to the large numbers of individual transducer elements is complex and must be controlled rapidly. Therefore, an operator is not capable of controlling the individual transducer parameters directly.

The operator interface is one of the most important parts of the treatment system since it represents "the system" to the users. Therefore, the engineering design approach must be secondary to the user-oriented approach in this instance. Not only must the data interfaces be considered, but also the tools (keyboard, mouse, etc.) and the display organization and options. The operator interface will define the treatment control and reference data and display a variety of types of treatment progress and general display information.

The displays to be provided during treatment include:
1) A breast contour.
2) Periodic imaging of the temperature probes(s).
3) 2D cross sections and 3D breast images, each with selected overlays of calculated isotherms, T50 and T90.
4) Hot spot alerting.
5) An optional display of 2D cross sections by location.
6) Continuous time and temperature monitoring displayed as a graph for each cross section.

(2) Treatment Planning

The Treatment Plan Subsystem is responsible for obtaining information from the user necessary for proper treatment operation. Information required by this subsystem includes the number of treatment sensor probes, number of sensors per probe, spacing of the sensors on the probe, target temperature and
temperature limits for individual sensors and/or subregion locations in the treatment volume, patient name and/or number identifier, and possibly suggestions about the method of heating. The treatment plan subsystem maintains this information and provides it to other subsystems.

The Treatment Plan Subsystem will also provide a method for the user to select regions as small as an octant and select a temperature setpoint for the entire octant at once.

(3) Treatment Control

The Treatment Control Subsystem makes transducer output power and frequency decisions based on information received from the Power Absorption Distribution Subsystem, Thermal Dose Distribution Subsystem, Treatment Plan Subsystem, Dynamic Treatment Calibration Subsystem, and Temperature Subsystem. Once output power and frequency settings have been determined the Treatment Control Subsystem sends those data to the RF Power Subsystem via the PC Interface Module so that actual power changes can be made for the Transducer Array.

The Treatment Control Subsystem operates on pre-defined Treatment Cell Volumes. The actual volume of each treatment cell is determined by the configuration file. The Treatment Cell center points, volume corners, and transducers that affect a treatment cell are stored in a Treatment Cell Information File. If the volume defined in the configuration file for a treatment cell does not match the volume used to calculate the current treatment cell information file, the Treatment Control Subsystem will generate a new treatment cell information file.

The Treatment Control Subsystem will operate in automatic mode, yet it will be capable of allowing the user to make manual adjustments of the temperature set-points for each treatment cell volume during the treatment. The default control method will be to heat the entire breast to 43°C in all treatment volume cells.

4. Experimental Studies and Testing

A. RF Generator and Amplifier Tests

A block diagram of the RF Generator-Amplifier board is shown in Figure 17. The design consists of an onboard VCO connected through an on/off channel gate to a driver stage which is in turn
connected to the output driver (amplifier) stage. The design operates in Class D-E using a bipolar and dual switched FET's in the output stage. The output power is also variable from 0 watts to approximately 10 watts and is controlled by a linear voltage regulator circuit. The linear voltage regulator and on/off gate are controlled via a D/A line from the Instrument Computer. Each RF Generator-Amplifier in the breast therapy system is individually computer controlled.

The RF Generator-Amplifier design was developed during the first year of the contract, with numerous design variations and board configurations being tested. The final configuration incorporates 4 channels per circuit card. A total of 20 cards provide 80 channels which are multiplexed to drive the individual array transducers. This was described in Section V.3.D.

Operating specifications and test results for the RF Generator-Amplifier are consistent with the design criteria. These are summarized as follows:
SPECIFICATIONS

- Square Wave Generator
- Frequency Range: 1-5 MHz
- Oscillator consists of a computer controlled VCO
- On/Off Gating
- 10 W Continuous Power Output
- Computer controlled with a DC/DC Linear Voltage Regulator
- Short Circuit Current Limiting

TEST RESULTS

Frequency Range
- 0.8 MHz to 6.2 MHz with a little signal degradation

Power Output
- 10 W to 15 W over frequency range
- 12 W Continuous at 2.0 MHz
- 10 W Continuous at 4.5 MHz

Gating and Current Limiting Function as designed

B. Multiplexer/Transmit-Receive Switch Tests

The multiplexer design was also completed and tested during the first year of the program. The multiplexer switches the RF Generator-Amplifier outputs among different transducers and also selects transducers in the "receive" mode through the multiplexer's transmit-receive select function. Each multiplexer/transmit-receive switch connects to four transducers. Test results for the transmit-receive switch functions are shown in Figure 18.

C. 16 Channel Transmit-Receive Board

Boards, which integrate control of 16 transducers into a single circuit card were constructed and tested. On these cards are 4 RF Generator-Amplifier channels, 4 separate 4-channel multiplexer/transmit-receive switches, and a receiver section. These are illustrated in the block diagram of Figure 19.

These will be used in the single ring tests which are described in the subsequent subsection of this report.

The receivers used for monitoring tissue attenuation and for measuring reflected signals for determination of the breast contours have been designed and will be completed and tested as a part of the second year effort. The transmit-receive board is used to acquire acoustic information regarding the breast tissue.
during therapy. We plan to use this information as a real-time monitor of the treatment.

Figure 18. Preliminary results from testing of the T/R switch functions. Signal strength versus time.

Figure 19. Schematic drawing of board controlling 16 transducers.
D. Single Ring Tests

A single ring system has been built and electronically tested. One of the first tasks to be performed during the second year of the contract will be the testing of the single 48-transducer ring array to evaluate the performance of the cylindrical array (in a single circular plane) by heating tissue-equivalent phantoms. Two tissue mimicking breast phantoms have been built for this purpose. To receive an Investigative Device Exemption (IDE) we may have to perform testing on a limited number of animals. An animal test protocol has been written and approved by the hospital Animal Use Committee. If such tests are needed we will make separate requests and forms for animal studies to be submitted to USAMRDC for the purpose of conducting these tests.

The single ring test will also permit critical examination of the hardware and software design including temporal multiplexing of the therapy transducers. A block diagram depicting the single ring tests is shown in Figure 20.

The single ring electronics control and testing was not explicitly spelled out in the original SoW. However, we added this task in order to properly test the final design prior to fabrication of the entire system.

![Block Diagram of Single Ring Tests](image)

Figure 20. Schematic illustration of the single ring systems test.
Equipment utilized in the testing will include several 48-transducer multiple-frequency rings, RF generating and multiplexing circuitry, T/R switching circuitry, and Instrument Computer system. The hardware will be connected to the transducers in the ring such that 2.0 and 4.5 MHz transducers will alternate around the ring. The same channel of each dual T/R mux will connect to the same octant of the ring, the position in the octant corresponding to which T/R multiplexer is used. The circuitry is connected such that one octant of the ring (six transducers) can be turned on simultaneously and then each next group of six others progressively excited until the entire ring excitation has been completed. The initial octant is then ready for excitation to restart the circumferential octant excitation cycle again. Single transducer operation may also be accomplished with this configuration and this will be tested to examine characteristics of individual pulse-excitation.

The system's Instrument Computer will be used to control hardware to "sweep around" the ring at least once in an eight second interval.

Heating of phantoms will be studied with extensive invasive thermometry used to characterize performance. Conditions as close as possible to modeled parameters from the simulation studies will be created and comparisons made between the simulation study and measured results in phantoms.

5. Breast Treatment Protocol

Our aim is to improve the local control of patients with tumors with extensive intraductal carcinoma, who choose to be treated with breast conserving therapy.

Over the past year, with the help of our outside consultants, Dr. Mark Dewhirst and Dr. Daniel Kapp, we have refined the specifics of the clinical study. Initially we intended to study equipment performance, toxicity and efficacy in a Phase I/II study. We were advised not to do the equipment evaluation as a part of the Phase I/II study, but rather design a separate clinical pilot study for equipment evaluation to precede the phase I/II study. In this pilot study (See SoW in section VI) we will treat approximately six patients. The objective of the pilot study is to determine if we can heat the breast tissue to a specific thermal dose (i.e. T_{90} = 40.5 \, ^\circ \text{C}), operate and control the therapy machine quickly and to accomplish this with minimal toxicity and discomfort to the patients during the therapy session. We also need to evaluate our ability to model individual patients using our treatment planning system. For instance, to determine if predicted critical tissue regions, such as biopsy cavities and scars can be prevented from being too hot during treatment.

Eligible patients for the pilot study would be those with infiltrating ductal carcinoma of the breast with an extensive intraductal component and a re-excision of the biopsy cavity with greater than 4 high power fields showing positive margins. These
patients would be considered at high risk for local failure using conservative therapy with radiation therapy alone [17]. The treatment plan specifies standard radiation therapy. Our protocol will then add two thermal therapy treatments. Limiting the pilot study to two treatments per patient, is felt to reduce the potential risk of patient morbidity. The thermal therapy target volume is the quadrant of the breast originally containing the lesion or half of the breast if the lesion extends over two adjacent quadrants. The treatment time for ultrasound heating is 45 minutes to 60 minutes. The final time will be fixed, but depends on the anticipated set-up time required prior to treatment. If the set-up time is considered long, then the time for treatment will be 45 minutes to help relieve patient fatigue and improve patients tolerance and comfort. The treatment will be considered to start when any target temperature reaches 40 °C. For the pilot study, the target temperature range will be fixed at T_{90} = 40.5 °C and T_{max} = 44 °C.

Temperature monitoring will be done with two orthogonal invasive probes, placed under ultrasound guidance. At least one of the probes must be placed through the biopsy cavity as we expect higher temperatures requiring ultrasound intensity adjustments to reduce the energy deposition in this region. The nipple, biopsy scar and any other location where a hot spot is predicted will also be monitored.

Endpoints of the pilot study include a measure of our ability to control the machine, produce the desired temperatures and predict hot and cold spots using our theoretical models (See section V:2:C). We also need to determine that our treatment table and treatment procedure does not cause patient discomfort and morbidity. The number of patients for the pilot study is approximately six. Our biostatistics group will review all treatment protocols before final patient numbers are determined.

Following the pilot study and confidence in our ability to safely control the machine, we will embark on a dose escalation study (Phase I/II) to evaluate both thermal therapy treatment toxicity and efficacy.

The equipment evaluation and Phase I/II protocol are near completion and will be submitted for hospital IRB review in July 1994 and subsequently submitted to the Human Use Review Specialist at the USAMRDALC.

VI. Conclusions and Statement of Work.

This annual progress report covers year 01 of DAMD17-93-C-3098 from 3/29/93 to 3/28/94. The contract supports the development of a technique to use thermal therapy for adjuvant treatment of breast cancer. The technique will be applied to an equipment evaluation study and a clinical phase I/II study. A
phase III randomized study is planned to start at the end of year 03, depending on the findings of the phase II studies. In these studies we will investigate if patients with an extensive intraductal component of their infiltrating tumor, or patients with pure intraductal carcinoma will benefit from adjuvant thermal therapy by having improved local control.

The technical aspects of the work consists of the design of a site specific ultrasound transducer array for thermal therapy of the breast. The transducer array will be the core component of a treatment system that allows controlled heating of the whole breast, or a smaller volume of the breast as well as monitoring of energy deposition (SAR), temperature distribution and tissue characteristics that are important for the control and prediction of outcome of the thermal therapy.

Much of the system design objectives, computational simulations and all of the clinical work is performed at the New England Deaconess Hospital (NEDH), Boston, MA. The device specification design, drawings and fabrication of the thermal therapy system is sub-contracted to Dornier Medical Systems Inc. (DMSI) and that work is being done at their laboratory in Champaign, Illinois. The interaction between NEDH and DMSI has been excellent and the two review visits by our consultants have enhanced the clinical and scientific value of the breast treatment program.

The main emphasis during year 01 (See table 1) has been on the design and building of the various subsystems that comprises the total thermal therapy system. This is discussed in section V-1-B.

The Statement of Work (SoW) for year 02 and 03 is shown in Table 5. At the suggestion of our external site visitors, we have added a task (Task 15 and 19) related to an institutional IDE for using the breast applicator in patient therapy. This IDE application will be written and submitted by NEDH to FDA in July 1994. A recent conversation with the FDA official dealing with hyperthermia devices indicate that FDA must review and return an institutional IDE application within 30 days. On the average, approval is granted after 2-3 cycles. Therefore we expect to need a little more than three months to receive approval for clinical use of this applicator. The initial SoW indicated the first patient to be treated by the end of the first quarter (i.e. June 1994) of year 02. If approval is granted in October 1994 (end of second quarter of year 02) we will immediately start the first patient. This is not a significant set-back because, at the advice of our consultants, the first 6 patient treatments will focus on equipment evaluation. Such a focused effort is likely to bring about important equipment modifications faster than otherwise could be anticipated. The clinical protocol for the equipment evaluation phase is near completion and will be submitted for approval to the IRB of the NEDH and to the Human Subjects Committee of the USAMRDC.
### Table 5. SoW year 02, 03

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Year 01</th>
<th>Year 02</th>
<th>Year 03</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Conceptual design of applicator</td>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>Q3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Simulation/modeling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>First review by consultants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Device specifications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Patient table design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Software design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Package design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Electr. design, non-inv. T/R switching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Fabricate applicator rings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Second review by consultants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Receive 1:st ring for testing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Single ring experiments, phantoms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Complete patient table assembly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Devel. eqpm. eval. and Phase I/II prot.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Write IDE application</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Total system construction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Software development, testing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Minimally invasive thermometry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>IDE granted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Equipm. evaluation; treat 6 patients</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Adaptive real time appl. control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Non-invasive, real time imaging</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Develop non-invasive thermometry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Integrate non-inv. with treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Phase I/II treatments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Program reviews by consultants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Analyze results of phase VII</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Develop phase III protocol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Modify equipment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Initiate Phase III study</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Seek funding for continued work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A site-specific ultrasound hyperthermia breast treatment unit will be designed and built. It is dedicated to optimize the synergistic effect between hyperthermia and radiation for the treatment of breast cancer. With the patient in prone position, the breast will be immersed in water and surrounded by a cylindrical transducer array operating with two frequency bands. This paper describes extensive simulations, to determine the design and the operating parameters for a variety of breast treatment conditions, including variations and uncertainties in tissue attenuation, tissue perfusion and size of target volumes.

**INTRODUCTION**

In order to treat breast cancer with hyperthermia we designed and built a site-specific ultrasound hyperthermia applicator for treatment of breast cancer.

Our goals were to:

1. Achieve 42°C but not more than 44°C in the whole breast or a quadrant of breast [1].

2. Have operational flexibility to accommodate a range of tissue characteristics ultrasound attenuation, perfusion rate, and the different geometry’s and heating patterns.

3. Be easy to use in the clinic.

**METHOD OF SIMULATION**

The objective of the simulation is to determine reasonable design and operating parameters for the breast treatment applicator. To guide this effort, a three-dimensional acoustic and thermal computer model has been derived. The simulation consists of two parts: the acoustic field simulation and the bio-heat transfer simulation.

For the acoustic field simulation the calculation for continuous wave (CW) rectangular sources is based on the piston model developed by Ocheltree and Frizzell [2]. This model is only for homogenous media. When two media, breast tissue surrounded with water, is simulated, the model is modified so that the speed of sound is the same in both breast tissue and the surrounding water.

The standard format the bio-heat transfer equation is used [3]. We used the finite difference method to solve the bioheat transfer equation for the three-dimensional numerical calculation of the initial value problem. This approach gives us a great deal of flexibility in changing the equation format and boundary conditions. We can then study the detailed temperature evolution over time even under conditions of non-equilibrium temperature.
The model we used has limitations and uncertainties. Therefore, we have selected to use ranges of parameters in the model to assure that the proposed system has the ability to accommodate significant uncertainties in tissue composition, ultrasound attenuation and heat transfer parameters. The parameters used in the simulation are listed in Table 1. When data for breast tissue are not specifically reported (i.e. perfusion rate), we used data for resting muscle tissue. In this model the perfusion rate is increasing linearly with increasing temperature.

Table 1. Parameters used in the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter [Ref.]</th>
<th>Default value</th>
<th>Range studied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attenuation breast, [4]</td>
<td>0.086 (f1.5 Np, cm(^{-1}))</td>
<td>0.052-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attenuation water, [5]</td>
<td>0.0002 (f2 Np, cm(^{-1}))</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity [6]</td>
<td>0.5 (W, m(^{-1}), K(^{-1}))</td>
<td>0.4 - 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfusion, [7]</td>
<td>30 at 37°C 100 at 44°C (ml, Kg(^{-1}), min(^{-1}))</td>
<td>30 -100 30 - 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twater, °C</td>
<td>37°C</td>
<td>30°C - 40°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D, cm</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10 - 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H, cm</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5 - 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h, cm</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0 - 1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simulations are performed over the range of reported parameters. Figure 2 shows the theoretical breast model used in this work.

Figure 2. Theoretical breast model. D is the diameter at the base of the breast. H is the height of the breast. At a depth h into the chestwall we assume the temperature boundary to be 37°C.

Clinically relevant breast sizes were determined from direct measurements on patients positioned prone with the breast hanging freely in air. The measurements and detailed shape of the breast tissue was also studied using CT scans of women in the prone position. The boundary conditions have a profound impact on the temperature distribution inside the breast. On the breast surface temperature is a function of the temperature of the circulating water (30°C to 40°C).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our first goal is to achieve a minimum temperature of 42°C, but not more than 44°C. At temperature above 44°C we expect to see subcutaneous fibrosis and other potential tissue toxicity [1]. This narrow temperature range is a major technological challenge for the design of the breast ultrasound hyperthermia system and require control of the power output and ultrasound frequency to adjust for breast size, border temperature conditions, tissue attenuation, and perfusion dynamics.

Figure 3. Top panel: SAR distribution (W/cm\(^{3}\)) required to maintain steady state temperature 42°C ≤ T ≤ 44°C. The calculation is for a large breast with D = 15 cm, H = 8 cm and h = 0.9 cm. Bottom panel: The steady state temperature distribution. The calculation is optimized for perfusion rate of 30 ml,kg\(^{-1}\),min\(^{-1}\) at 37°C increasing linearly with temperature to 100 ml,kg\(^{-1}\),min\(^{-1}\) at 44°C. The maximum temperature is 43.7°C. Dotted line is the level of the cross-sectional view shown in figure 4.

The individual transducer rings are stacked to form a cylindrical applicator. Power deposition (SAR) to a given point within the breast tissue is delivered predominantly from the ring that defines the
plane in which the point is located. The equilibrium temperature at a point in the breast is determined by the three-dimensional heat transfer conditions. Therefore, the control problem is reduced to control of power deposition within each ring, as a first approximation.

As seen in figure 3, the power deposition occurs in five distinct cross-sectional planes, each plane defined by the individual transducer rings. At steady state temperature, most of the breast tissue is surrounded by the 42°C iso-temperature line and the maximum temperature is 43.7°C.

Figure 4 shows the SAR and the equilibrium temperature distributions of figure 3 in the cross-sectional plane.

Figure 4. Top panel: SAR distribution (W/cm²) required to maintain steady state temperature equilibrium 42°C ≤ T ≤ 44°C. The displayed cross-section is shown as a dotted line in figure 3. The diameter is 12 cm. Bottom panel: The steady state temperature distribution. Perfusion rate 30 ml/kg⁻¹·min⁻¹ at 37°C and 100 ml/kg⁻¹·min⁻¹ at 44°C. The maximum temperature is 43.7°C.

Breast tissue perfusion rate and its dependence on the temperature and other physiological factors determine the choice of ultrasound frequency and power. We have assumed that the perfusion rate in breast is similar or less than that of resting muscle, because we were unable to find that specific value in the literature. We feel this is a reasonable assumption because breast tissue has a high content of adipose tissue, which would tend to reduce the perfusion rate relative to muscle. However, it is desirable to test the effect of increased perfusion rate on the ability to control the equilibrium temperature distribution.

If we increase the perfusion rate to 100 ml/kg⁻¹·min⁻¹ at 37°C and 200 ml/kg⁻¹·min⁻¹ at 44°C, and if we maintain the same SAR distribution as shown in figure 4 (top panel), then the corresponding equilibrium temperature distribution is shown in figure 5. The temperature distribution is heterogeneous and not in compliance with the required 42°C ≤ T ≤ 44°C.

Figure 5. The steady state temperature distribution. Perfusion rate increased to 100 ml/kg⁻¹·min⁻¹ at 37°C and 200 ml/kg⁻¹·min⁻¹ at 44°C. SAR distribution as in top panel figure 4.

To achieve an acceptable equilibrium temperature distribution, under this high perfusion rate, we need to increase the SAR distribution. Figure 6 (top panel) shows the SAR distribution, which results in an acceptable equilibrium temperature distribution, 42°C ≤ T ≤ 44°C (bottom panel in figure 6).

Figure 6. Top panel: SAR distribution (W/cm²) to maintain steady state temperature equilibrium 42°C ≤ T ≤ 44°C. Perfusion rate increased to 100 ml/kg⁻¹·min⁻¹ at 37°C and 200 ml/kg⁻¹·min⁻¹ at 44°C. Bottom panel: The resulting steady state temperature distribution.
Figure 7 illustrates the ability to heat a quadrant of the breast. It is achieved by depositing energy in the periphery of the target volume using a proper mix of high and low frequency ultrasound.

CONCLUSION

The three dimensional simulation has offered insight into the design and control capabilities of an ultrasound hyperthermia breast applicator. By varying the parameters that affect ultrasound absorption and heat transfer in tissue, we have determined the need for a dual frequency transducer array. A low frequency, in the range of 1.5 - 2.5 MHz, is needed to compensate for the heat removed by the blood flow and permits an initial quick temperature elevation at depth in the breast tissue. Due to considerable uncertainty in the breast tissue attenuation, a broad frequency band for the low frequency transducers is desired. A high frequency transducer, in the range of 4-4.5 MHz, is needed to maintain a steep temperature gradient near the surface of the target volume. These high and low frequency transducers are mounted alternatively in each ring.

Each ring offers power and frequency control sufficient to heat the whole breast or a quadrant of the breast to a minimum of 42°C but not exceeding 44°C.
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Technical Developments in Ultrasound-induced Hyperthermia
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The design and testing of systems that will generate well-controlled local hyperthermia are extremely important. In fact, they are necessary for the proper evaluation of the clinical effectiveness of local hyperthermia. Because of its localization ability, ultrasound may be the modality of choice for many deep-seated tumors (1, 2). Ultrasound hyperthermia applicator systems have been developed in several laboratories, including (a) unfocused single transducers as used by Corry and his colleagues (3), (b) mechanically scanned focused transducers (1, 4), and (c) multiple unfocused transducers at Stanford University (Calif.) (5). A single unfocused transducer is limited largely to treating surface or near-surface tumors, whereas the other two systems can be employed for treating deep-seated tumors. However, the Stanford system requires mechanical adjustments of transducer alignment for individual tumors, and no adjustments to the relative position of each transducer can be made during a treatment. Good control of the scan path and intensity is provided, but the scan rate may be slower than desired and scanning involves a complex mechanical system.

An ultrasonic phased array applicator for hyperthermia provides the advantage of electronic steering of the sound beam rather than mechanical movement of the transducer assembly. This allows the focal region to be moved to follow an arbitrary scan path that can be used to heat the periphery of an irregularly shaped tumor or to heat cooler areas of the tumor adaptively when used in conjunction with temperature feedback (6–9).

Microwave and radio frequency (RF) approaches have historically been more widely used than ultrasound for heating applications. This type of equipment has thus been more readily available and more familiar to clinicians. Microwave and RF energies, however, cannot reach deep tumors because power is rapidly “lost,” or attenuated, on route to deeper tumors. As the microwave frequency is increased, focusing ability improves; however, attenuation further increases, and thus microwaves are less able to heat tumors located deep in the body.

Ultrasound is more easily focused and, because of its attenuation characteristics at megahertz frequencies, is capable of heating at greater depths than is
microwave energy. It also offers the advantage of requiring no special treatment-room shielding (RF shielding is required for most electromagnetic frequencies). Ultrasound is inappropriate, however, for use in treating tumors involving bone or when it is necessary to pass through air-filled body cavities.

Ultrasound and microwave modalities are therefore useful in different treatment situations, and each will play an important role in clinical hyperthermia therapy.

Interstitial treatments send RF energy through probes located close to the tumor. Clinicians can achieve a fine degree of control with these techniques because the interstitial antennae are placed in close proximity to the tumor. With the exception of experimental devices, noninvasive systems are not yet sophisticated enough to focus as accurately as interstitial probes. While noninvasive methods are generally preferred by clinicians, invasive techniques are still appropriate for a variety of treatment situations. This is especially true when the therapy includes the use of interstitial seeds or brachytherapy.

During the last decade or so, there has been a revival in the application of therapeutic ultrasound. Reduction of mean tumor weight and size when treated with ultrasound alone were reported by Longo et al. (10). Increases in median survival were observed in Furrh-Columbia rats with Wilms tumor, and these results were attributed to a thermal mechanism (10, 11). The threshold for growth control was reported to be approximately 1.5 W/cm². Marmor et al. at Stanford University have reported tumor regression and cures with ultrasound treatment of EMT-6 sarcoma and KHIJ and KHT carcinomas in mice (12). They indicated heat and immune recognition to be major factors in the antitumor effect observed. Additional work in spontaneous pet animal tumors yielded similar results (13). Reports of treatment of superficial neoplasms in humans by the same group concluded that ultrasound could effectively heat and appear to have an antitumor effect on squamous cell carcinomas of the head and neck (14).

On the basis of their work with melanoma cells in culture, Armour et al. (15) reported that ultrasound causes preferential damage to melanin-containing cells. The degree of damage was dependent on the intracellular melanin concentration. Studies performed with high-intensity, short-duration ultrasound treatment of murine gliomas showed growth inhibition, whereas long-duration low-intensity treatments produced growth enhancement (16, 17).

Clinical studies by Corry et al. (3, 18) showed that heating obtained with ultrasound was more uniform and better controlled than that obtained with other modalities. A total of 1,297 treatment sessions were applied to 162 tumors in 159 patients. The tumors were in a wide variety of anatomic locations and of a wide variety of histologic types. Ultrasound systems in which transducers from 2.5 to 10 cm in diameter are used at frequencies from 0.5 to 2.2 MHz were evaluated for their ability to raise tumor tempera-

ture, the distribution of intratumoral temperatures they created, and their ability to maintain elevated tumor temperatures. By arbitrarily defined criteria, ultrasound was successful in tumor temperature elevation in 79% of the tumors studied. The greatest success rate (91%) was obtained in the breast, with good results in other, more superficial locations. As might be expected, the poorest performance was in the thorax and pelvic anatomic classifications. The effect of the extent of thermometry (number of intratumoral temperature points) was also examined. The apparent success rate was found to decrease sharply with increasing intratumoral temperature points. Of the toxicities and limiting factors, pain in the treatment field was the most prevalent single problem encountered. This pain was usually associated with tumor involvement in the periosteum or bone itself.

The induction of local hyperthermia selectively in tissues at depth has been discussed by Lele (19). In examining tradeoffs between ultrasound and electromagnetic hyperthermia induction, he concluded that "focused ultrasound currently is the only modality that can be used for producing controllable levels of hyperthermia localized to deep-seated tumors, noninvasively and safely."

Unfocused Therapeutic Ultrasound

Ultrasound has been widely used for therapeutic heating in physical medicine, and resultant temperature distributions have been quantitated in various tissues (20, 21). Heating patterns in fat-muscle-bone tissues and interfaces have been computed for plane-wave fields (22). Temperature rise and heating pattern have been found to depend on both the tissue acoustic properties and the incidence angle of the plane-wave field. It is well known that the intensity of the close-in field is highly nonuniform and that this region extends in proportion to the aperture size of the transducer. For large therapy transducers operating in the one to several megahertz frequency range, the near field can extend to 20 cm or more.

Let us consider heat generation by plane-wave ultrasound for a uniform-intensity field within a homogeneous lossy medium. The intensity $I$ decays exponentially with increasing depth as

$$I = I_0 e^{-ux}$$

where $I_0$ is the surface intensity, $x$ is the distance into the medium, and $u$ is the attenuation coefficient. For a medium with uniform thermal characteristics, the rate of heat generation will be proportional to the local intensity, decaying exponentially. Likewise, the temperature distribution pattern will decay exponentially with increasing depth. Cooling of the skin in vivo will not compensate for the overall temperature gradient, but it will lower the surface temperature and possibly increase subcutaneous
temperatures. Since the absorption coefficient in most soft tissue increases linearly with frequency, greater heat penetration results when lower frequencies are used. However, more energy is required to produce the same degree of temperature elevation due to the dependence of the heating rate on the reduced absorption coefficient. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between relative heating rate and depth for three different frequencies. Figure 2 displays the heating rate in terms of the optimal frequency for heating at a specified tissue depth. For optimal heating at 2 cm, frequencies from 2.5 to 3.5 MHz are well suited. However, at a depth of 10 cm, the optimal frequency is close to 0.5 MHz (9).

The evolution of unfocused, plane-wave devices for hyperthermia is depicted by Figure 3. Single transducers have been used for many years in therapeutic ultrasound applications in physical medicine (23) and for hyperthermia cancer treatment (3, 12). One of the ways in which higher intensities can be obtained at depth, compared with those at the surface, is by superposition of two or more beams entering the medium through different surface portals but superimposed at the target at depth (Fig. 3). Rotation of the source of energy in an arc or plane centered at the deep target, as is commonly done in radiation therapy, delivers a higher total dose to the target volume compared with that to the surrounding tissues, but not higher instantaneous intensities. Superposition of multiple beams of ultrasonic energy, however, poses problems with respect to phasing because the wavelengths are relatively large compared with those of x rays, potentially resulting in destructive interference in the treatment zone or undesired reinforcement in regions outside the treatment zone. If two beams are out of phase where they overlap, they would interfere destructively, and the local intensity (and the consequent heat production) may be lower in the overlap than in the individual beams. The phase at any point in the medium is governed by both the path length and the velocity in the medium. It also should be noted that the intensity in each beam will decay exponentially from the body surface inward.
In reality, tissues are not uniform in their attenuation or heat transfer characteristics. Further, ultrasound sources do not have truly uniform planewave field distributions. These factors further complicate matters with respect to heat generation. Even when modulated by blood perfusion, heat conduction, and the small variations in the ultrasound absorption and scattering properties of soft tissue, the resultant temperature distributions can be relatively nonuniform. With electromagnetic fields, differences in attenuation coefficients (dielectric properties) of fat, muscle, and skin are significant, but for ultrasound they are small (24–26). Bone presents a problem to both electromagnetic and ultrasound modalities.

Many of the nonuniform heating distribution problems can be overcome with the ability to control the power deposition spatially with a given tissue treatment region. One approach that accomplishes this is application of a two-dimensional array of unfocused transducers, each independently excited with variable-excitation amplitude and each bearing a specific spatial relationship to various portions of the treatment region (9). An example of such a two-dimensional array with excited transducers matched to the treatment region is illustrated in Figure 4.

**Focused Ultrasound Fields**

Focused ultrasound at high intensity levels has been used successfully in surgery for producing trackless focal lesions at predetermined sites at various anatomic locations without causing damage to intervening tissues (27, 28). Focal lesions are produced, with the margins sharply demarcated from surrounding normal tissue; the lesion site is predictable and highly controllable.

The use of focused ultrasound for heat generation is dependent on the intensity distribution within the ultrasonic focus in the tissue and on the tissue absorption and thermal properties, as previously discussed. Focused ultrasound can also be used for production of hyperthermia that is controlled in both degree and extent. Focusing can be accomplished by many methods, including single focused transducers, lenses combined with unfocused transducers, annular transducer arrays, and linear or rectangular phased arrays. The use of a single-transducer convergent beam alleviates the problems associated with field inhomogeneity and phasing. The path length from the transducer to the tissue is fixed, with minimal possibilities of destructive interference at the focus. The effect of field convergence at depth is illustrated in Figure 5. Higher intensities and correspondingly higher temperatures can be achieved at depth, as shown in Figures 5b and 5c. However, since tissue attenuation of the field increases with in-
For example, the axial focal length should not exceed the tumor thickness, even though multiple lateral positions may be required to contain the entire tumor volume radially.

Recent Developments—Unfocused Arrays

A major problem with current ultrasound hyperthermia systems is the inability to control accurately the deposition of the energy used to heat tumors in the body. Single unfocused ultrasonic transducers have been used to heat superficial tumors, but often these applicators are too small to heat the entire tumor volume without moving the applicator. A single-transducer applicator larger than the surface area of the tumor solves the problem of heating the entire tumor volume simultaneously, but it produces excess heating in normal tissues surrounding the tumor.

A better approach to heating superficial tumors would be to use an applicator that consists of many unfocused transducer elements whose acoustical power outputs can be independently controlled. The extent of this applicator's treatment field should be greater than the equivalent surface area of most surface tumors, so that movement of the applicator during treatment would not be required to heat the entire tumor volume. Superficial tumors can be heated, without excess heating of normal tissues, by controlling the acoustical power output of the individual elements of the applicator. The temperature in normal and tumor tissues would be monitored with thermocouples. Should the temperature of a particular region in the treatment field become excessive, the acoustical power of the element(s) supplying energy to that region would be reduced. This would make it possible to maintain the normal- and tumor-tissue temperatures in the treatment field at their desired levels.

Such a multielement applicator has been designed, constructed, and analyzed for the treatment of surface tumors of various dimensions (9, 24, 29, 30). The applicator employed in these studies consisted...
of 16 3.8-cm-square elements with independently controlled acoustic power outputs. Field intensity profiles were measured with a scanned hydrophone probe in a tank filled with degassed water. Data were plotted as relative intensity versus position. Figure 6 is a lateral-field plot parallel to the face of the square array at an axial distance of 8 cm. In Figure 6a, one element of the array is excited. In Figures 6b and 6c, two and four elements of the array are activated. Note that the field intensity is relatively uniform over the excited element areas for each case. The axial field along the axis of one element is shown in Figure 7.

Figures 8–11 are surface gray-scale plots of the field intensity, with different elements excited, in a plane parallel to and 8.0 cm from the face of the applicator. These profiles show that the beam skirts from each of the elements are quite steep and well defined (Figure 7) and that the field intensity is quite uniform over the surface area of the excited elements. Two adjacent elements were excited and used as the source for the phantom studies. The field plotted in Figure 12 was for a plane at the surface of the phantom, a distance of 7.6 cm from the applicator.

Performance of the applicator was examined by heating a perfused pig kidney "phantom" (9). The kidney was heated with the applicator at several different perfusion rates, controlled by a roller pump,
Figure 12. Surface plot of field intensity of two adjacent elements (x = 7.6 cm).

Figure 13. Plot of temperature versus time for several perfusion rates (depth of thermocouple in tissue = 11 mm, $I_w = 5 \text{ W/cm}^2$).

Figure 14. Plot of temperature versus time for three different depths (1.1 mL/min/g, $I_w = 10 \text{ W/cm}^2$).

Figure 15. Results of in vivo heating in canine muscle tissue in two experiments. Prespecified therapeutic range (MINT to MACT) was 43°-44°C and normal-tissue (MANT) specification not to exceed 39°C.

The temperature at the other two depths is consistent with the decrease in heating rate with depth.

In vivo animal testing of the multiple-element array was performed in 22 dogs (31). In each dog, five 18-gauge copper-constantan thermocouples 1 cm deep and 3.8 cm apart were implanted in a straight line from an area just above the coxofemoral joint toward the patellar ligament. Regions surrounding two of the implanted thermocouples were heated to a prespecified control level of 43°-44°C for 30 minutes with a 1-MHz, unfocused ultrasound applicator consisting of 16 independently controllable 3.75-cm² "sectors." The areas heated were directly over the proximal femur, and away from bone, 7.2 cm distal to the aforementioned region. Heating results are shown in Figure 15. Three groups of dogs (seven, eight, and seven animals each) were heated at weekly intervals for 1, 2, or 3 weeks, respectively, and the animals were subjected to necropsy 72 hours after their last treatment. Gross and histopathologic evaluations indicated that this system selectively delivered controlled ultrasonic heating to a well-defined region with minimal changes to surrounding bone-free tissues.
Recent Developments — Focused Systems

A number of focused systems have been developed for hyperthermia induction (4, 6, 8, 14, 19, 32–37). These systems have employed single focused transducers, scanned single focused transducers, multiple focused transducers, and electronically steered phased arrays. Two systems have been developed at Stanford: a plane-wave system for superficial lesions and a six-transducer isospherical focused system operating at 0.3 MHz for heating deep-seated lesions (5, 34). Lele has developed numerous devices for hyperthermia induction by ultrasound (19, 32).

Ultrasonic hyperthermia systems currently use fixed or mechanically scanned transducers for controlling the energy deposition in the tumor. Clinical testing of a simple unfocused ultrasound system led one group of investigators to conclude that the major drawback of their system was the lack of dynamic control of the field intensity distribution. Other systems provide for dynamic control by mechanically scanning one or more focused transducers (1, 4, 32). However, scanning of a transducer may involve a complex mechanical system that is often slow to respond and complicates the patient-application interface.

Disadvantages are largely eliminated through the use of phased arrays employing electronic scanning of the focus. Phased arrays can electronically generate and move a focal region of sound energy within the treatment field without the transducer assembly being moved. A planar two-dimensional phased array is illustrated in Figure 16. Appropriate choice of the phase of the signal applied to each element allows focusing of the energy and placement of the focus in three dimensions. Although such an approach would be ideal, such systems have not been developed for hyperthermia applications, primarily because the number of phase control and amplifier circuits (one for each source element) would be prohibitively large. In such an array, the elements must be spaced somewhat less than a wavelength apart (depending on how far off the two axes the focus will be moved) in order to eliminate grating lobes. An array as small as 10 x 10 cm operating at a frequency of 500 kHz would require more than 1,100 source elements, which would be extremely difficult to fabricate.

In an attempt to realize the advantages of electronic movement of the focus that is possible with phased arrays while limiting the number of elements and associated phase control and amplifier circuits, several alternatives to a true two-dimensional phased array have been examined. Two separate but similar approaches employ specially designed linear phased arrays: (a) a stack of linear phased arrays and (b) a tapered linear phased array (6–8). The focal region is steered in two dimensions by controlling the phases on each element, and in the third dimension by (a) shifting from one group of linear arrays to another or (b) shifting frequency, respectively. A practical design of these arrays consists of approximately 64 elements with a center-to-center spacing between 0.5 and 0.8 wavelengths.

An ultrasonic stacked linear phased array (6, 7) uses a series of separate linear phased arrays stacked in the y direction, as shown in Figure 17. In this configuration, each linear array can be excited with phased signals to form a cylindrical focus, which can in turn be moved in the y dimension by changing the excitation from one group of linear arrays to another. It has been suggested previously that three adjacent linear arrays could be excited at any one time, with the same signals applied to each linear array, and that the tumor could be located at the distance from the source where the beam width in the y dimension was at a minimum. At this distance, corresponding approximately to the near-field–far-field transition distance for an unfocused source of dimensions equal to the height of the three adjacent arrays, the one-half power beam width is approximately.
An ultrasonic tapered linear phased array (8, 36, 37) uses tapered elements in a linear phased array and employs frequency shifting to move the region of excitation in the y direction from one segment of the array to another, as in Figure 18. The effect is similar to that for the stacked-array transducer except that the shifting of the region of excitation is accomplished simply by changing frequency as opposed to switching the high-voltage applied signal from one group of linear arrays to another. Elimination of the high-voltage switches and their control lines, required for the stacked array, results in considerable simplification and cost savings, since as many as 64 or more elements may be used for the linear arrays. A disadvantage to such an approach relates to the choice of array parameters appropriate for the entire frequency range of the array.

The resonant frequency range of the elements of the tapered phased array was measured by sweeping a hydrophone probe along the height of the element, close to its surface, to determine the location of the maximum acoustic pressure for a given frequency. Figure 19 shows a comparison of the experimental and theoretical field profiles in the x direction, at 650 kHz with the focus steered off axis by 2.5 cm. Figure 20 is a comparison of the experimental and theoretical profiles in the x direction with the focus on axis (x = 0). These two figures show that there is good agreement between the theoretically predicted fields and the experimental data for the focused lobe. The differences in the side lobe intensities are attributed to the variations in the output of the elements because of their impedance variations. Figure 21 is a comparison of the experimental and theoretical intensity profiles in the y direction at 580 kHz.

Additional field measurements have been made with the complete 64-channel system (37). Figure
22 shows that the beam profile along the \( x \) direction through the focus with 64 elements excited is narrower than with 32 elements excited (Fig. 19), as would be expected because of the larger aperture.

The elongated shape of the focal region cross section is illustrated in the two-dimensional gray-scale plot shown in Figure 23. The beam is very narrow in the \( x \) (focused) direction. The beam profile in the \( y \) direction with 64 elements excited is comparable with the profile with 32 elements excited, since there is no change of aperture in this direction. The field can be narrowed in the \( x \) direction by using elements with a greater rate of taper to decrease the width of the excited region of the ceramic. A gray-scale plot is provided in Figure 24 for the \( x \)-direction. Note that the focus is larger in the \( x \) direction than in the \( x \) direction, as expected.

A gray-scale field plot resulting from a scan path with three diagonal locations is illustrated in Figure 25. These plots demonstrate that the focal region of the phased array can be scanned to control the power deposition pattern as has been predicted theoretically.
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Figure 23. Gray-scale plot of intensity versus $x$ and $y$ positions with 64 elements excited (focus at $x = 0$ cm, frequency = 600 kHz, and $z = 10.0$ cm).

Figure 24. Gray-scale plot of intensity versus $x$ and $z$ positions with 64 elements excited (focus at $x = 0$ cm, frequency = 600 kHz, and $z = 10.0$ cm).


